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1. Introduction

Statistics and data science are more popular than ever in this era of data explosion and technological advances. Decades ago, John Tukey (Brillinger, 2014) said, “The best thing about being a statistician is that you get to play in everyone's backyard.” More recently, Xiao-Li Meng (2009) said, “We no longer simply enjoy the privilege of playing in or cleaning up everyone's backyard. We are now being invited into everyone's study or living room, and trusted with the task of being their offspring's first quantitative nanny.”

Professors Wing, He, and Lin have written two excellent summaries of research opportunities for computer scientists and statisticians. Research and education offer key knowledge and talents (supply) to the society and industry. We provide comments on Wing (2020) and He & Lin (2020) from the industry perspectives and introduce additional topics that are practical and important to meet the industry demand, and hence are also key to career development for students and professionals. Our discussion may also be helpful for researchers interested in industry applications. An analytics framework is first introduced below to support our comments.

2. Three Types of Analytics and Their Link to Causality

Figure 1 provides an industry framework for three types of analytics. Traditional statistical inference is more about taking a random sample to learn about the population, including data relationships. Prediction is typically not the primary objective of statistical inference, but the industry today tends to welcome predictive analytics. The top level, prescriptive analytics, is about guiding decision making if you know something may happen. For example, in weather forecasting, reporting what the past weather and identifying patterns by region are descriptive. Weather forecast is a form of predictive analytics. For prescriptive analytics, if the forecast says there will be a big snowstorm tomorrow, you assess the impact of going to work/school versus that of working from home. Given experience, you may have a causal assessment of each decision on safety and work effectiveness. Then you choose the right decision by balancing between safety and benefit. In other words, prescriptive analytics needs understanding of what may happen if we take action A as opposed to B, requiring causal inference to estimate the effect of each action. See Bojinov et al. (2020) for further causality discussion.
3. Data Science Project Process and Typical Skill Requirement

Figure 2 describes a typical data science project, similar to Wing’s (2019) “Data Life Cycle”—starting with analytic consulting to understand the problem and define scope, then gathering and processing data. Next, models (analytics) are developed, with insights extracted and reports presented. Finally, models are deployed by the business and implemented in a system. These stages require four skill sets: Computer Science, Statistics/Mathematics, Subject Matter Expertise (important for the application area), and Soft Skills (see Lo, 2019). Our 10 topics will be centered around these.

Table 1. Causality and optimization questions in marketing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>4P's</th>
<th>Causal Inference</th>
<th>Prescriptive Analytics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Figure 1. Three Types of Analytics

Figure 2. Data Science Project Process
4. Comments on Wing and He & Lin Papers and Additional Topics

The first five topics below are in line with Wing and He & Lin, augmented with industrial perspectives and business examples. The next five topics are practical topics highly relevant to the industry that are mostly additional to their lists.

4.1. Causal Inference

He & Lin’s seventh area, Causal Inference which falls between predictive and prescriptive analytics in Figure 1, is widely applicable not only to medicine but also marketing, political election, and policy. To illustrate its significance in business, see the middle column of Table 1 with examples based on the 4P’s of marketing. While randomized controlled trial (RCT) is the gold standard for causal measurement and is popular for business experiments such as online advertising (e.g., comparing advertisements A and B), it is not always feasible in practice. Absence of RCT, causal inference techniques are widely available. As a business example, you are interested in assessing the effect of a sales call on purchase rate using observational data, see Figure 3. Historically, sales associates tended to contact customers with characteristics associated with a higher purchase
rate, e.g., older and wealthier. This is a classic confounding situation as treatment’s link to outcome has a ‘backdoor’ path through the confounders. A common solution to handle this is through propensity score matching (see Rubin, 2006, and Imbens & Rubin, 2015). Methodologies developed by statisticians, epidemiologists, and economists tend to focus on estimating effects of causes. Another powerful branch of techniques from AI employs Directed Acyclic Graph and Bayesian Network to discover causal relationships, which is more taught in computer science (see Pearl, 2000, and Pearl and MacKenzie, 2019). Guidelines on usage of different approaches would be highly beneficial to researchers and practitioners.

### 4.2. Heterogeneous Treatment Effect / Uplift Modeling

Related to Causal inference is He & Lin’s first area, Quantitative Precision-X. Causal inference is about measuring the overall treatment effect (Average Treatment Effect or ATE) while the latter aims at individual/subgroup treatment effect (Heterogeneous Treatment Effect or HTE) for personalization. Estimating HTE in business is known as Uplift Modeling pioneered by practitioners such as Radcliffe & Surry (1999) and Lo (2002; 2008), sharing similarity with subgroup analysis. Due to its business impact, it has grown to a subfield on its own with terminology, techniques (including validation), and packages dedicated to it, and has drawn wide attention not only from the industry but also academics who followed similar terminology and approaches. See Rzepakowski & Jaroszewicz (2012), Yong (2015), Zhao (2017), and Zhang et al. (2020).

### 4.3. Data Science Ethics

The second area in He & Lin, Fair and Interpretable Learning and Decision Making, along with sixth (Trustworthy AI) and tenth(Ethics) areas in Wing are increasingly critical, grouped under AI/Data Science Ethics. This involves disciplines across quantitative and non-quantitative fields as outlined in Figure 4.
• When developing models, we should ask: is the training data unbiased? Are we using appropriate predictors that are ethically acceptable? Although we echo the Precious Data view in the third area of Wing that solid methods are needed to tackle the challenges of precious data, data scientists need to be mindful of the potential bias in found data.

• Data privacy and policy are necessary requirements. As mentioned in the ninth area of Wing, data scientists have been developing methods to protect individual identities. It may be helpful to mention that the collective approaches in this space are known as Privacy Preserving Data Mining, where data are transformed or perturbed through various ways prior to model development, while retaining value for knowledge discovery, as summarized in Aldeen et al. (2015) and Mendes & Vilela (2017).

• After a model is developed, can we detect whether it is biased against protected classes through fairness metrics? Can we algorithmically remove any bias?

• There is a general need for model transparency—would we rather develop an interpretable model OR a ‘black box’ that requires efforts to explain it? See Rudin (2019).

• Should we set up a governance process to oversee the data science process and address gray areas? See Sandler & Basl (2019).

None of the above above are simple, requiring expertise from multiple fields. See O’Neil (2017), Boddington (2017), ASA (2018), Russell (2019), IFoA and RSS (2019).

### 4.4. Deep Learning and Unstructured Data

Wing’s first area starts with a profound understanding of deep learning, a pervasive technique with wide applications. While her point that we have a limited understanding of why it is so effective is true, early research by Hornik (1991) showed that multi-layer perceptron is a universal approximator that can mimic pretty much any functions, and modern techniques have taken it to the next level through several layers, weight sharing, and regularization. Although deep learning is mostly a subclass of predictive analytics (level 2 in Figure 1), it has broad impact especially for unstructured data (images, text, and speeches) which represent majority of Big Data. These data are briefly mentioned in the tenth area of He & Lin and fourth of Wing, but the success of neural networks for unstructured data deserves a highlight—e.g., convolutional neural network for images, recurrent neural network for sequential data, and word embedding for converting text into numbers. Among the types of unstructured data, the largest opportunity today may belong to text, because lots of “data” in words are waiting to be analyzed by Natural Language Processing (NLP) and deep learning. For instance, legal and contractual documents are key data sources for legal and compliance analyses and hence are a natural opportunity for NLP to uncover rules and agreements. Similarly, doctors’ notes, electronic health records, survey verbatim are also opportunities. A website owner may establish a user search capability for keywords, which requires NLP to interpret questions and return answers.
4.5. Computational Tools and Technology

We cannot execute projects without these. Reinsel et al. (2020) reported that the global data size would increase by ~3X in the next few years, or 175 ZB. With dramatic data growth and rise of deep learning, more computational power is needed. So, what are the computational technologies we should acquire? Wing’s seventh point highlights the significance of computing systems for data-intensive applications and recommends new system designs with efficient data access and processing, and He & Lin’s fifth point mentions cloud-based distributed statistical inference. While these are important to research, we would add the following important skills for industry applications:

- **Data Knowledge**: To analyze data properly, we must have a good understanding of the data. This is particularly important when data are large and reside in multiple sources, including structured and unstructured data. Knowing the data is often related to understanding the business.

- **Extract, Transform, and Load (ETL)**: This is an essential skill especially when handling Big Data, and can often be assisted by professional data engineers.

- **Model Production**: While classical statistical analyses lead to findings that may not be deployed in a production environment, data science tends to complete the production cycle with ongoing prediction and decision support (see Figure 2). Modern model deployment involves containerization tools which make it robust and efficient to deploy scoring codes and adapt necessary changes, see Rao (2019), and can be incorporated in the Agile development process, see Kelleher and Kelleher (2019).

4.6. Analytic Consulting, Communication and Soft Skills

These are essential skills for industry applications as described in Kruhse-Lehtonen & Hofman (2020): “The highest level of AI maturity is when the whole company moves in unison, silos are dissolved, and data and AI are used by everyone as part of their daily business.” We classify them as follows:

- **Business Consulting**: Academic programs may incorporate data science consulting, ranging from identifying opportunities, initiating projects, defining scope, drafting proposals, identifying resources, and ultimately leading project development and model deployment.

- **General Business Communication**: This includes understanding the business audience, speaking in their language, presenting in ways appealing to the business with visualization and storytelling. Some of these are part of business analytics programs.

- **Communication with IT Professionals**: As in Figure 2, data scientists are involved in multiple phases, partnering with data/tech professionals who have their own language. Being able to effectively communicate with them can lead to efficient development and deployment.
4.7. Descriptive Analytics

The first level of the analytics in Figure 1 is Descriptive Analytics, including data visualization. Although this was highly proposed by pioneers such as Florence Nightingale and John Tukey, the latest data science and statistics programs may have less focus on it.

- **Data Visualization and Statistical Graphics**: Visually attractive graphics are powerful for learning insights and sharing with business stakeholders, and they often require description, as mentioned by Unwin (2020) that “A picture is not a substitute for a thousand words; it needs a thousand words…” See also Dykes (2020) and Knaflic (2020) for data storytelling with graphics.

- **Reports, Summary Statistics, Profiling**: These are the essential tools for data scientists. For example, to learn about a customer base, one can run frequency distributions, crosstabs, and perform behavior analysis (on product ownership and usage, say). Significance testing can be used to assess differences in the data by customer group.

- **Feature Selection**: The above steps could serve as feature selection, an input to predictive analytics.

4.8. Prescriptive Analytics

The top level of analytics in Figure 1, prescriptive analytics for decision making, tends to be under-focused in statistics and data science programs. Recall the marketing 4P’s in Table 1, if we can answer these questions *causally*, we can use the results to *optimize*, as listed in the last column of the table, linking predictive and prescriptive analytics through causal inference. Optimization is covered in Operations Research / Industrial Engineering with a collection of techniques including linear programming, dynamic programming, and stochastic programming. Reinforcement learning, in particular, has caught much attention lately given its success in autonomous vehicles and chess games by integrating predictive and prescriptive analytics, and also has emerging business and healthcare applications (related to the brief mention of dynamic treatment regimes in He & Lin’s first point). The key to prescriptive analytics is the *optimization mindset*—start with an objective function and constraints and solve the problem systematically. A common business application is customer relationship management which optimizes customer contacts—Figure 5 illustrates a marketing campaign where there are multiple channels, several messages/offers, and millions of customers. How to best assign the channel and message to customer? While the channel/message impact on customer can be estimated by uplift modeling, the presence of lots of combinations leads to a complex problem that requires efficient optimization algorithms, see Lo and Pachamanova (2015).
4.9. Social Sciences

Social Sciences is a collection of fields which data scientists can integrate to enhance analytics and insights.

- **Microeconomics:** This field studies individual and business decisions. As an illustration, suppose you sell ice cream and want to determine the best price to maximize profit. You gather historical data with various price points and corresponding sales, and fit a line to the data (Figure 6), you see a downward relationship (demand curve) between sales and price. The slope of this curve is the price elasticity. Multiplying the estimated sales by unit profit is the total profit, where the unit profit is price minus unit cost (say, $2). We
can see that the best price is $5. This illustration connects microeconomics, marketing, statistics, and optimization.

- **Macroeconomics**: If you are tasked with forecasting outcomes such as sales, revenue, or risk, a causal diagram of how macroeconomic variables (e.g., GDP, unemployment rate, market indices) may drive the outcomes based on economic/business knowledge would be helpful. Although future macroeconomic conditions are unknown, one can integrate forecasting and simulation to simulate future conditions in order to support outcome forecasting, see Oxelheim & Wihlborg (2008) and Leamer (2010).

- **Behavioral Economics**: By introducing Psychology to Economics, we have Behavioral Economics, leading to a couple of Nobel prizes, including the Nudge Theory summarized in Thaler & Sunstein (2009). For example, if you want your students to attend a webinar and you just provide the link, they usually will not opt-out. If they need to register first (opt-in), only a small portion may follow. Therefore, opt-out is more successful than opt-in. Another example is choice architecture—if you sell something with a few choices versus lots of choices, typically too many choices turns people off. Some of these phenomena are well studied and others are still open questions. We can borrow what is known and unknown and put them through a randomized experiment and analyze them to positively impact human behavior.

![Figure 7. Common Data Science Applications](image)

**4.10. Application Domain Knowledge**

These are some common application areas, with extensive domain knowledge in each (see Figure 7 for examples). Certain analytics programs have a whole course dedicated to applications, while others offer them as elective courses. Statistics and data science degrees may not include these subjects and thus students/practitioners may have to acquire themselves. For instance, if you are applying data science in marketing & sales, you would be working with professionals in that area and it would be more efficient to learn...
what they studied such as customer relationship management and marketing mix. Similarly, in risk management, data scientists should have some knowledge of market, credit, and/or operational risk, where each has its own set of knowledge. Once you have enough familiarity with a domain, you can effectively identify opportunities and apply appropriate analytics.

5. Summary

Data Science touches a wide range of academic and applied disciplines. Statisticians and data scientists can diversify their knowledge by acquiring modern day techniques such as NLP, Deep Learning, and other computational approaches as well as application-oriented areas such as Business and Social Sciences. This article suggested 10 topics from industry perspectives that can be considered for expanding the scope of educational programs and knowledge of professionals:

1. Causal Inference
2. Heterogeneous Treatment Effect / Uplift Modeling
3. Data Science Ethics
4. Deep Learning and Unstructured Data
5. Computational Tools and Technology
6. Analytic Consulting, Communication and Soft Skills
7. Descriptive Analytics
8. Prescriptive Analytics
9. Social Sciences
10. Application Domain Knowledge

Some of these are also applied research opportunities. To bridge the gap between supply of research & education and industry demand, extensive academic and industry collaboration is encouraged. Early exposure to real-world applications by students and interns can stimulate interests, expand skills, and enhance career opportunities.
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Footnotes

1. For illustration, we assume this is a reasonable causal assessment. Proper causal inference is recommended in practice. ↩